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“Students will understand the connection 
between physical activity, stress 
management and relaxation” Physical 
Education Program of Studies, Alberta 
Learning, 2000.
s� 3TUDENTS�CAN�IDENTIFY�HOW�LETTERBOXING�

can be relaxing and contribute to well-
being for themselves and others

AVALANCHE RESCUE 
TAG!
)DENTIFY����STUDENTS�TO�
be “avalanches”, who will 
wear a red pinnie, and 2-4 
STUDENTS�TO�BE�hRESCUERSv��WHO�WILL�CARRY�A�POOL�NOODLE��/N�THE�SIGNAL�TO�BEGIN��INSTRUCT�
students to move freely throughout a designated playing area. Should a student be 
tagged, or buried by an avalanche, they hunch down with their head between their 
knees and shout, “BEEP!, BEEP!” This is the clue for the rescuers to try and dig them out 
with their shovels (pool noodles). Rescuers must touch a tagged student 2 times with 
the pool noodle without being buried by an avalanche. Should a rescuer be buried, they 
must touch the outer edge of the playing area and try again. When an avalanche victim is 
saved, the rescuer gives them the pool noodle and they switch roles. The fifth person an 
avalanche tags does not get buried, but becomes a new avalanche. 

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision considerations when planning 
OUTDOOR�ACTIVITIES��SEE�PAGES������IN�h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�
!CTIVITY�IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�
2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��������www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Warm It Up

Lesson 6 of 6

Clues that students are achieving 
the outcome…

Orienteering
student made letterboxes » teacher 
made letterboxes » clue list » blank clue 
LIST�w�COMPASSES�OR�'03�w����RED�PINNIES�
» 2-4 pool noodles

RELATED RESOURCES
s� ,ETTERBOXING�.ORTH�!MERICA�WEBSITE� 

www.letterboxing.org
s� ,EARN�/RIENTEERING�WEBSITE��FOR�TIPS�ON�

compass use), www.learn-orienteering.org/
old/lesson1.html

Benefits of Health
Functional Fitness 
"ODY�)MAGE
7ELL"EING� "���	�
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Ever Active Schools  »  www.everactive.org 
3rd Floor Percy Page Centre, 11759 Groat Road, Edmonton AB  »  Ph. 780-454-4745

PARTNER LETTERBOXING
Be sure to take into account the abilities of all students 
when planning learning opportunities and incorporate 
variations as needed to ensure learning and success for all. 
OPTION A (clues, compass or GPS): Re-use the teacher 
MADE�LETTERBOXES��BUT�HIDE�THEM�IN�NEW�LOCATIONS��#REATE�
a new clue list that includes either written clues, compass 
DIRECTIONS�OR�'03�WAYPOINTS��AND�ALLOW�TEAMS�TO�lND�THE�LETTERBOXES�IN�THE�SAME�WAY�AS�
LESSON�����)NSTEAD�OF�HAVING�TEAMS�UNSCRAMBLE�A�WORD��CHALLENGE�THEM�MAKE�AS�MANY�
WORDS�AS�THEY�CAN�WITH�THE�LETTERS�THEY�HAVE�COLLECTED��)F�USING�COMPASSES�OR�'03�UNITS��
review or introduce instructions for use during the warm-up. Have equipment available 
for students to be active with in case of wait times.
OPTION B (clues, compass or GPS):�)NSTRUCT�STUDENTS�WHO�HAVE�BROUGHT�A�LETTERBOX�
they have created to partner with a student who does not have a letterbox. Letterboxes 
MADE�BY�THE�TEACHER�CAN�BE�PROVIDED�TO�ANY�PARTNERS�WHO�DO�NOT�HAVE�ONE��$ISTRIBUTE�
a blank clue list to each pair and have them choose a place to hide their letterbox and 
CREATE�A�WRITTEN�CLUE��COMPASS�OR�'03�DIRECTIONS�TO�LEAD�OTHERS�TO�THEIR�LETTERBOX��7HEN�
a pair has hidden their box and written their clue, they return to a cental location and 
switch clues with another pair. Each pair then tries to find the hidden letterbox, stamps-
IN��AND�RETURNS�TO�TRADE�THEIR�CLUE�WITH�ANOTHER�PAIR��#ONTINUE�UNTIL�EACH�PAIR�HAS�FOUND�
each letterbox. At the end of the lesson, have each pair retrieve their own letterbox.

     Safety First! 
For safety, equipment, and supervision 
considerations when planning 
ORIENTEERING�ACTIVITIES��SEE�PAGE����IN�
h3AFETY�'UIDELINES�FOR�0HYSICAL�!CTIVITY�
IN�!LBERTA�3CHOOLSv��!LBERTA�#ENTRE�FOR�
)NJURY�#ONTROL�AND�2ESEARCH��!#)#2	��
����� www.acicr.ualberta.ca.

Whoop It Up

COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS
As students examine their letterbox 
logbooks, ask how they felt when 
THEY�WERE�LETTERBOXING��$ID�THEY�THINK�
ABOUT�WORRYSOME�THINGS��$ID�THEY�FEEL�
RELAXED��7OULD�DOING�THIS�ACTIVITY��OR�
another) be more relaxing and stress 
RELIEVING�THAN�WATCHING�4�6��7HY�OR�
WHY�NOT��$ISCUSS�HOW�STUDENTS�CAN�
continue letterboxing or orienteering 
on their own with famiy and friends. 
#ONSIDER�HAVING�SOME�KEEN�STUDENTS�
assist with the creation of a bulletin 
board display detailing how students 
can get involved in their community. 
#ONSIDER�SETTING�UP�A�RECESS�
letterboxing club.

Wrap It Up


